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With the development of network technology, many online educational resource platforms have emerged, and the number of
resources on these platforms is increasing dramatically. Compared with the traditional resources, the interactive educational
resources (IERs) have hidden interactive information and dynamic content. Only when the users perform interactive operations
correctly can they acquire the knowledge conveyed by the resources, which makes it a challenge to help the users understand the
general content of resources and find the resources that they are interested in. (erefore, in this paper, we propose a method for
generating picture previews of IERs. Firstly, we analyze the file that stores interactive resource information, obtain the interactive
elements’ information, extract the dependencies, and generate an operation sequence. Secondly, we execute the operation se-
quence using an automated software tool to mimic the interaction process between the user and the resource and save the
screenshots in the process to generate a picture preview of an IER.We apply this method to a dynamic geometry platform, NetPad,
and conduct experiments. Experimental results demonstrate that the method can effectively extract interactive semantic in-
formation and simulate the interactive process, and the generated picture previews are of great help to the users to understand the
content of IERs.

1. Introduction

Recently, there is a consensus among the public that high-
quality knowledge should be openly and easily available, and
with the development of network technology, the emergence of
many online education platforms makes this hope come true.
(ese platforms can foster large-scale co-construction and
sharing of educational resources [1]. However, with the rapid
increase of resource categories and quantities, it has become an
immense challenge to efficiently browse and understand the
general content of resources for finding resources.

(e resource preview, as a promising solution to this
problem, has become an area of intense investigation in
recent years. Existing methods have been able to preview
the important content of traditional resources, such as
the previews of images [2–6], documents [7–12], and
video resources [13–21]. But for interactive educational

resources (IERs), there is still a lack of previews of dy-
namic content and interactive processes in the resources.

Understanding of any computing environment requires
familiarity with its underlying technologies [22]; educational
resources are the foundation of online education platforms,
which include traditional educational resources and IERs;
different from the former, IERs contain not only common
elements such as texts, graphics, audios, and videos but also
interactive elements with more intricate semantic infor-
mation. Generally, these elements include buttons, sliders,
and draggable objects. Interactive elements can increase
learners’ interest in learning, reduce cognitive loads, and
enhance their understanding of knowledge. Specifically,
users can interact with these elements through several in-
teractive operations so that resources can dynamically and
visually present the corresponding knowledge and the
process of knowledge formation.
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To obtain a good preview of IERs, the complex process of
acquiring the general content of IERs should be well con-
sidered. Firstly, since IERs usually require specialized subject
software tools or webpages to browse, the users need to
download the resources and corresponding tools, open the
resources on the local computers for browsing, and then
determine whether the resources are needed. (us, this
process is time-consuming. Secondly, after opening the
resource, the users need to interact with interactive elements
manually. However, IERs have hidden dynamic content and
interactive processes, which are difficult to extract from
these elements. In specific, there are certain operating rules
among interactive elements, that is, different operating se-
quences of interactive elements will produce different
knowledge presentation effects. Only by operating the in-
teractive elements in the appropriate order can the hidden
interactive information be triggered, the dynamic content
can be displayed, and the knowledge conveyed by the re-
source can be acquired. On the one hand, this will bring
interactive doubts and obstacles to the users in under-
standing the resource content and affect the acquisition and
the use of resources.(is kind of learning-related operations
will greatly increase the time and brain costs, especially for
those users who are unfamiliar with the operations. On the
other hand, it also brings a great challenge to the extraction
of the dynamic content of resources and increases the dif-
ficulty of resource previews.

(is paper proposes a method for generating picture
previews of IERs. In specific, this method first analyzes the file
that stores resource information, obtains interactive elements’
information, extracts dependencies, generates an operation
sequence, then uses an automated software tool to perform the
operation sequence to mimic the user’s interaction with the
resource, and saves the screenshots in the process to generate
picture previews of IERs.

(e novelties and main contributions of this paper are
reflected as follows.

(1) It proposes a method for generating picture previews
for IERs; this method can accurately extract the
information of interactive elements, analyze the
appropriate interaction sequence, and then mimic
the interactive process between a human and the
resource automatically.

(2) Extensive experiments are conducted on a dataset of
dynamic geometric interactive resources, which
verify that the method can represent the general
content of IERs and enable time-saved browsing for
users. Compared with manual interaction, the pro-
posed method saves users 87.3% of the time on
average and helps users understand 88.6% of the
content of resources.

(3) Picture previews can be applied to other related work
of interactive resources, such as automatic classifi-
cation of resources and retrieval of resources by
pictures [23].

(e rest of this paper is organized as follows. (e second
section will review the previous work related to resource
previews. (e third section of this paper will elaborate on
details of the proposed method, including how to extract
dependencies of interactive elements and generate an op-
eration sequence, how to use automated software tools to
achieve interaction with resources, and how to obtain pic-
tures during the interaction.(e fourth section will apply the
proposed method to the dynamic geometry platform,
Netpad. (e fifth section will introduce a series of experi-
ments. Finally, the final section will summarize the paper.

2. Related Work

(e resource preview aims to help users to understand the
general content of resources without downloading files,
saving time for users effectively. (e predecessors have al-
ready done some work in traditional resource previews, for
example, the previews of images, documents, and video
resources.

To achieve image resource previews, researchers often
extract the original image as a thumbnail. Kopf et al. [2]
proposed a content-adaptive image reduction method. (e
kernel function consists of two Gaussian kernels defined in
space and color, respectively; then, the kernel function is
optimized iteratively to make it coincide with the image
content. Cengiz et al. [3] proposed a perceptual-based
method to reduce the size of images, which evaluates the
quality of images based on human perception and retains the
image details of perception. (e speed of this method is
faster than Kopf’s algorithm. Weber et al. [4] proposed an
algorithm based on a convolution filter. (ey believed that
pixels with larger color differences from neighboring pixels
contribute more to the image detail. Gastal et al. [5] pro-
posed an image reduction method that can properly retain
high-frequency features. To ensure the high precision of the
fingerprint identification system, Alsmirat et al. [6] accu-
rately determined the optimal fingerprint image compres-
sion ratio.

(e online previews of document resources allow users
to view files on the browser without downloading resources.
Companies such as Baidu online disk used file transcoding to
convert Office files to the SWF format [7]. In addition to
emphasizing the presentation of the previews, the document
previews also need to be based on extracting the central
content of the documents. To summarize the content of the
documents, researchers have proposed many methods, such
as evolutionary algorithm [8], enhanced genetic algorithm
[9], integer linear programming [10], deep learning [11], and
matrix factorization [12]. (e traditional machine learning
algorithms and deep learning methods are applied to the
field of document content summary.

As the duration of video resources is generally longer,
users need to spend more time viewing videos in full. In
order to enable users to quickly and roughly understand the
content of a video, some video preview methods have
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emerged. Key frame extraction is a prerequisite for video
previews. Ramos et al. [13] combined the optical flow
method and the colony algorithm of artificial bacteria colony
to extract key frames of videos of dense crowds. For un-
structured user videos, Wang et al. [14] proposed a two-layer
group sparse representation method to analyze the spatio-
temporal correlation of video data. Using this method to
extract key frames of user video is different from the tra-
ditional clustering-based method, which relies on the signal
reconstruction perspective to select key frames. Chen et al.
[15] considered that different users may be interested in
different segments in the same video and proposed a key
frame extraction method based on user interest. Zhao et al.
[16] used the golden section method in the mathematical
calculation to extract key frames. After obtaining the in-
teractive video with the resource, Ma et al. [17] used a
classification algorithm to obtain key frames and the
Heatmap algorithm to render the interactive area. In the
field of video search, video thumbnails provide a preview of
the video content. Song et al. [18] considered the aesthetic
value of thumbnails and combined two important features,
high relevance of video content and superior aesthetic
quality. In view of the fact that traditional video thumbnails
are generated only once based on the visual characteristics of
the video, without considering the users’ search intent, some
researchers took query statements into consideration
[19, 20] and combined video contexts to divide video clips. A
small video related to the query sentence is used as a result. It
is only a certain segment in the video and cannot summarize
the overall content of the video, so it lacks overall relevance.
Yuan et al. [21] proposed a new graphical convolutional
video thumbnail pointer (GTP). GTP uses graph convolu-
tional networks to model the sentence-video semantic in-
teraction and the internal relationship of the video combined
with the sentence information. Finally, the frames in the
multiple video clips that are highly related to the query
sentence are selected, and these frames are combined as a
thumbnail of the video.

From the related work done by the predecessors in the
field of resource previews, we can summarize a general
pattern. First of all, we must extract the central content of
the resources and then display it in a form that is con-
venient for users to accept. We transfer this pattern to the
previews of IERs. Owing to hidden dynamic content and
interactive processes being essential characteristics of
these resources, we need to use automation software tools
to simulate the process of the user’s interaction with the
resource. Some questions need to be considered in this
process. (e first question is how to extract the central
content of IERs. According to the dynamic characteristics
of the resources, we select screenshots for some time after
interactive actions as the key content of the resources. (e
second question is in what way to present the preview. As
an important type of multimedia data, the digital image
has been widely used [24]; additionally, compared with
videos, pictures take up less memory and users grasp the
content in pictures faster, so we choose pictures as the
preview form of IERs.

3. Methods

Users can interact with IERs by clicking buttons, dragging
elements, etc. In this process, users’ understanding of the
resource can be improved, and the corresponding knowl-
edge can be vivid and easy for the users to accept. However,
due to the interactive and dynamic particularities of IERs,
the content of IERs cannot be obtained by using the tra-
ditional methods of resource previews. We treat the preview
of an IER as a preview to an interactive process problem;
therefore, we propose a method to generate picture previews
for IERs. (e overall flow chart is illustrated in Figure 1.
Firstly, extract interactive semantic information, that is,
obtain interactive elements’ information from the resource
file, then extract dependencies, and generate an operation
sequence. Secondly, use an automated software tool, which
can simulate the interaction process between the user and
the resource, execute the operation sequence, and save the
screenshots in the process to generate picture previews of
IERs.

3.1. Interactive Elements’ Information Extraction. Various
educational institutions have created their educational re-
source libraries, and each interactive resource library has its
resource construction standards and norms. Since there are
many types of interactive resources, before extracting in-
teractive elements’ information, we need a unified definition
of the IERs. An IER can be abstracted as

IER � (id, E,DR), (1)

where id is the number of the IER in the resource library,
which is unique and E denotes a collection of elements e

appearing in the resource,

E � e1, e2, . . . , en . (2)

DR represents a collection of dependencies between
elements as defined in the following equation:

DR � 〈ei, ej〉, ei, ej ∈ E , (3)

where 〈ei, ej〉 is an ordered pair, which means that the
former depends on the latter.

A single element e can be abstracted as

e � (eid, class, type, position, actInfo), (4)

where eid indicates the number of the element in this re-
source, class is the category of the element, and type rep-
resents the visual characteristic of the element; the value of
type can be invisible, visible&static, and visible&interactive,
which respectively represent invisible, visible but not in-
teractive, and visible and interactive; moreover, the visi-
ble&interactive elements can be divided into two
subcategories, visible&interactive&independent and visi-
ble&interactive&dependent, the former does not depend on
any other elements, but the latter may do; positionmeans the
coordinate of the element, and actInfo is the interaction
information of the element:
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actInfo � (boolType, actType), (5)

where boolType takes 1 to indicate this element is visible and
interactive, otherwise, takes 0; actType is the interaction
method of the element.(e values of actType can be click and
drag; the former means that the users can interact with the
element by clicking the mouse, and the latter reflects that the
users can interact with the element by dragging the mouse.

In order to acquire dynamic content, to start with, we
need to figure out which elements in IERs are interactive. To
adapt to the general situation, we assume that the infor-
mation of interactive elements in the whole library is not
integrated into the resource database, which means that we
do not know the names, categories, interaction modes,
coordinate extraction methods, and other information of
interactive elements in the whole library. Generally, we can
obtain a file storing resource information in a given edu-
cational resource library; then, we need to integrate the
information of interactive elements throughout the library.

Firstly, it is necessary to manually analyze some resource
files to summarize the storage structure characteristics of the
interactive information and then extract the names of the
interactive elements by traversing a certain number of re-
source files in the resource library. According to the names
of the interactive elements, the coordinate extraction
methods and the interaction methods can be analyzed to
obtain an interactive elements’ information table, which lists
the categories, the name attribute values, the coordinate
extraction methods, and the interactive methods of the
interactive elements. According to the interactive elements
table, specific information about interactive elements in
specific resources can be obtained.(is step will be described
in detail in the following application.

3.2. Dependencies Extraction. In view of the possible de-
pendencies between the elements in an IER, we divide the
dependency relationship (DR) into data dependence (DD)
and control dependence (CD). DD means that if the data of
an element ei depends on the element ej, the operation on

the element ei needs to depend on the output data of the
element ej. CD refers to the control dependency of element
ei on element ej, which means that ei must be executed
before ej.

Since the user only operates on visible elements, we can
consider dependencies between elements based on their
visual and interactive characteristics. According to whether
the elements are visible or interactive, the elements in IERs
can be divided into three categories, invisible, visible&static,
and visible&interactive. In view of the invisible elements
being not visible, we do not take the dependencies of this
type of elements with other elements into account; beyond
that, the visible&static elements may depend on the same
type of elements or visible&interactive elements, and the
visible&interactive elements can only depend on the same
type of elements.

Extracting the dependency relationships between in-
teractive elements is complicated because the dependency
relationships are not explicitly recorded in the resource file,
and the classification of the relationship types may be dif-
ferent in different resource libraries. (erefore, extracting
the dependency relationships between interactive elements
requires realizing the classification of relationship types in
practice to obtain preliminary dependencies.

Suppose we have obtained the preliminary dependency
relationships, but the users finally operate directly on the
visible&interactive elements, so we need to further filter the
dependency relationships, remove the redundancies, and get
the visible&interactive elements that the visible&static and
visible&interactive elements ultimately depend on, to get the
most concise dependency relationships. For example, ele-
ment A depends on element B, but B depends on other
elements. In this cycle, we need to find the interactive el-
ements that element A ultimately depends on. (e code for
the concise dependencies is shown in Algorithm 1. Firstly,
Lines 3–11 get the dependency relationships between the
visible&interactive elements, traverse each visible&inter-
active element in the elements set, get the visible&interactive
elements that it ultimately depends on, and then put the
dependencies in a dictionary. Lines 12–20 get the
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Figure 1: Overall flow chart.
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visible&interactive elements that the visible&static elements
depend on and put the obtained dependencies into another
dictionary. Line 21 clears the initial dependency relation-
ships DR and then puts the dependency relationships stored
in the two dictionaries into DR.

Algorithm 2 lists how to obtain the dependencies be-
tween visible&interactive elements. (is is a recursive al-
gorithm. Lines 1–4 limit the number of recursions to prevent
infinite recursions. Lines 5–7 indicate that if the current
element is an invisible element, return to the upper recur-
sion. Lines 8–10 mean that if the current element is a vis-
ible&interactive&independent element, this type of element
can no longer depend on other elements, so the current
element is returned. Lines 11–23 are the main part of the
recursion: if the current element is a visible&inter-
active&dependent element, find the elements in DR that have
control dependencies on the current element (CD), and
recurse with that element as the new element. Lines 24–26
indicate that if the above conditions are not met, return
directly to the upper recursion.

Algorithm 3 lists how to obtain the final dependent
visible&interactive elements of the visible&static elements.
(is is also a recursive algorithm, and the general idea is
similar to Algorithm 2. Lines 11–17 indicate that if the
current element is a visible&interactive&dependent element,
it will directly return to the upper recursion, and the return
value is the dependencies obtained by Algorithm 2.(is step
can reduce the number of recursions and speed up the al-
gorithm running time. Lines 18–25 are the main part of the
recursion: if the current element is a visible&static element,
look for the dependent elements of the current element in
DR, and then, use this element as the new element to
perform recursion. Lines 26–28 indicate that if the above
conditions are not met, return directly to the upper
recursion.

3.3. Operation Sequence Generation. We make a definition
that the performed operation sequence is composed of
events triggered by the user in the user interface; different
operating sequences produce different dynamic content and
knowledge presentation effects; here, we define an event as

event � (eid, actType, position), (6)

where eid is the number of the interactive element that the
event affects in this resource, actType denotes the interaction
method of the element, and position is the coordinate of the
element. In specific, the operation sequence is composed of a
set of events, that is, a series of interactive actions on visi-
ble&interactive elements.

In order to convey the dynamic content of the resource
more comprehensively, we set a rule that all events related to
visible&interactive elements are executed once, appearing
once in the operation sequence, so that the contents of the
operation sequence are obtained, and next, we need to
consider the order of events. Since different operating se-
quences produce different dynamic content and knowledge
presentation effects, we need to consider what kind of se-
quence can present dynamic content appropriately; we have

obtained the visible&interactive elements that the visi-
ble&static and visible&interactive elements ultimately de-
pend on and will consider three aspects to generate the
operation sequence, namely, the priorities of the elements,
the dependencies between the elements (DR), and the layout
positions in the user interface of the elements.

(e element with the higher priority will be executed
first, and the priority values of different categories of the
visible&interactive elements need to be given according to
different resource libraries, and specific analysis is required.
After the priorities of the visible&interactive elements are
given, we arrange all visible&interactive elements in the
order of category priorities from high to low, getting the
sequence of the initial elements in the operation sequence.

(e dependency among the elements we get is usually a
one-to-many relationship, that is, for a visible&interactive
element; it may depend on several elements. We will adjust
the sequence in conjunction with dependencies; in specific, if
an element ei depends on the element ej, the priorities of the
two elements are the same, but in the initial operation se-
quence, the event corresponding to ej is behind the event
corresponding to ei; then, the event corresponding to ej is
placed in the front of the event corresponding to ei, which
means that if the index of the event corresponding to ei in the
operation sequence is i, then move the event corresponding
to ei to index i+ 1, and put the event corresponding to ej in
index i.

When a user interacts with a resource through a user
interface, the order in which the user interacts with buttons
has a certain relationship with the layout positions of the
elements. When the button elements are arranged in an
adjacent area, the user usually interacts with buttons in the
order from left to right and top to bottom [25].We apply this
interaction habit to the sequence generation process.

Algorithm 4 gives the steps to generate an appropriate
sequence of operations. Firstly, Lines 1–3 add all visi-
ble&interactive elements to the sequence of operations and
then sort the elements. In specific, line 4 preliminarily sorts
the elements by priorities from highest to lowest. Lines 5–14
organize the sequence according to the dependencies be-
tween the elements. Lines 15–20, for button-type elements,
adjust the sequence by coordinate positions from top to
bottom and left to right.

3.4. Simulate the Interaction Process. After getting the co-
ordinates of the interactive elements and the operation
sequence, the next step is to consider how to automatically
interact with the resources.

Since the interaction between the user and the resource is
performed by the mouse or keyboard, automated software
tools can simulate the operations of the mouse and the
keyboard, that is, by creating a script (a series of commands
that can be executed repeatedly), the automated software
tools can execute a series of mouse and keyboard actions
automatically, so we use automated software tools to interact
with each interactive element according to the interactive
elements’ operation sequence. Common automated software
tools include AutoHotKey.
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(ere are considerations that when the interactive ele-
ments are triggered, the content of the interactive resource
will change significantly and meaningfully. Only by cap-
turing and recording those changes can users have a deeper
understanding of the knowledge conveyed by the interactive
resource. (erefore, in the automatic interaction process,
screenshots of the user interface are taken at specific mo-
ments and the screenshots are saved. How to determine the
specific moments will be explained in the fourth Section.

4. Application to Netpad

NetPad, one of the online educational resource platforms,
focuses on dynamic geometry, which not only includes
intelligent drawing, dynamic geometry, geometric trans-
formation, animation, measurement, iteration, and other
functions but also provides an open platform to share works
and explore mathematical problems [26–28], which sup-
ports resources sharing. NetPad is popular with teachers and
students for its rich teaching resources and convenient
dynamic geometric drawing environment, so the number of
resources on the platform is increasing dramatically.

Compared with other resources, dynamic geometric
resources have distinct characteristics, containing a large
number of geometric elements and hidden interactive in-
formation. If these geometric elements are associated with
dynamic action, they can be interactive. Users can interact
with the resource by clicking an animation button or directly
dragging the interactive geometric elements and deepen

their understanding of mathematical knowledge at the same
time. Figure 2 is a case of “translation of polygon.” (e users
can translate the polygon by clicking the animation button
or dragging the green dot on the lower line segment.

4.1. Extract Interactive Element Coordinate Information and
Operation Sequence. We have already defined the structure
of IERs abstractly; next, we need to obtain the actual re-
source information (including the eid of the element, the
category of the element, the position of the element in the
canvas, the interaction method of the element, and the
dependencies between the elements). Due to the particu-
larity of interactive geometric educational resources, we
need to use JSON format files to obtain the above resource
information. (e JSON file stores all the essential infor-
mation of the resource, and the content field in the file stores
the important content of the resource. When parsing the
resource content, we should focus on this field, as shown in
Table 1.

In the r field, each element information stores the fol-
lowing fields and attributes, as shown in Table 2.

After analyzing the JSON file structure, we need to get
the actual information of the resource. However, the names
of the interaction elements stored in the JSON file are
unknown. (e names are crucial for extracting other in-
formation of the interactive elements, so it is necessary to
obtain the interactive element names of all categories as
many as possible. By reading the JSON file of the first 10,000
resources in NetPad, we save the values of the name attribute

Input:
elements set E; preliminary dependencies set DR
Output:
DR
(1) interactElementToDepElements� {}
(2) staticElementToDepElements� {}
(3) for ei ∈ E and ei · type �� visible& interactive& dependent do
(4) dfsTimes� 0
(5) dependentElements� []
(6) temp� 0
(7) temp � findRelation For Interact(ei,DR, dependent Elements, dfsTimes)

(8) if dependent Elements! � Null

(9) Interact Element To Dep Elements[ei] � dependent Elements

(10) end if
(11) end for
(12) for ei ∈ E and ei · type �� visible& static do
(13) dfsTimes� 0
(14) dependentElements� []
(15) temp� []
(16) temp � findRelationForStatic(ei,DR, dependent Elements, dfsTimes)

(17) if dependent Elements! � Null

(18) static Element To Dep Elements[ei] � dependent Elements

(19) end if
(20) end for
(21) clear DR
(22) DR � interact Element ToDep Elements∪ static Element ToDep Elements

(23) return DR

ALGORITHM 1: GenerateDR(E, DR).
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(removing duplicate values) and analyze it to get the names
of the interactive elements.(en, we analyze the examples of
the JSON file according to the names of the interactive el-
ements and get Table 3, which lists the categories, the name
attribute values, the coordinate extraction methods, and the
interactive methods of the interactive elements.

In Table 3, there are two coordinate values, (x, y) and
(left, top). (e former refers to the coordinate value on the
coordinate system with the central point of the canvas as the
origin; the latter refers to the coordinate value on the co-
ordinate system with the point in the upper left corner of the
canvas as the origin. We ultimately need to obtain the co-
ordinate value of each interactive element on the second
coordinate system, and the coordinate value of the first
coordinate system can be converted into the coordinate
value of the second coordinate system throughmathematical
calculations. Besides, the coordinate value of the point on the
element (including the point on the circle, the point on the
line segment, and the point on the vertical line) can be
obtained through dependency analysis and mathematical
calculation. For example, if we want to get the coordinate
value of the point on a line segment, firstly, find the two
endpoints of the line segment, and then, calculate the co-
ordinate value.

(e priority of the point on the element is set to 5, and
that of the free point element is set to 4, and then, the

priorities of the variable element, the animation element,
and the action element are 3, 2, and 1, respectively. We
arrange the elements according to the priority from high to
low and obtain the element operation sequence according to
the dependencies and the layout position. Taking the case of
“translation of polygon” in Figure 2 as an example, elements
arranged in the operation sequence are (15, 5, 6, 13, 19), as
shown in Table 4.

4.2. Get Picture Previews. After obtaining the coordinate of
the interactive elements and the operation sequence, the
next step is to consider how to automatically interact with
the resources and to consider in what form to present this
interaction process.

AutoHotKey is a free, open-source, simple, and
powerful script-based hotkey and macrotool developed
by Chris Mallett and his team that runs on the Windows
platform [17]. AutoHotKey can send buttons and sim-
ulate mouse operations to the computer, and it has a
lightweight feature, so we use AutoHotKey to simulate
the interaction process between the user and the resource.
Since pictures occupy less memory and express infor-
mation more directly than videos, we choose to display
the process by pictures. In the process of interaction, we
use Gdip. ahk, the third-party library file of AutoHotKey,
to take screenshots and save pictures.

Input:
element e; dependencies set DR; dependent interactive elements operateElement; time of iterations dfsTimes
Output:
operateElement
(1) if dfsTimes≥ 20
(2) return
(3) end if
(4) dfsTimes� dfsTimes+ 1
(5) if e.type� invisible
(6) return
(7) end if
(8) if e.type�� visible&interactive&independent
(9) return e

(10) end if
(11) if e.type�� visible&interactive&dependent
(12) ei � e

(13) for ek ∈ e|e ∈ E∧〈ei, e〉 ∈ DR  do
(14) if type(〈ei, ek〉) �� CD
(15) answer � findRelationForInteract(ek,DR, operate Element, dfsTimes)

(16) if answer !�Null
(17) operate Element.append(answer)

(18) end if
(19) end if
(20) end for
(21) if operateElement��Null
(22) operate Element.append(ei)

(23) end if
(24) else
(25) return
(26) end if

ALGORITHM 2: Find relation for interact (e, DR, operateElement, dfsTimes).
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(e specific moments to get screenshots are selected as
follows:

For a free point, drag the free point once to capture a
picture
For a point on the element, drag the point once to
capture a picture

When the animation element is an animation button, for
the animation button, get the number of steps and the in-
terval time of the animation for a step so that we can get the
total time required to play the animation once and divide the
time into 3 equal parts, so as to obtain 4 key time points
(start point, 1/3 time point, 2/3 time point, and endpoint; it
should be noted that the selection of key time points can be
set or modified according to actual needs). Click the ani-
mation button twice at these four-time points, once to pause,
capture one picture, once to play, and capture a total of four
pictures for one animation button.

When the action element is an action button, for the
action button, click the button and take a screenshot.

When the variable element is a variable button, get the
maximum value and minimum value of the variable button,
which are divided into five points (minimum value, 1/4

value, median value, 3/4 value, and maximum value). (e
selection of the five points can be set according to actual
needs. A picture is taken after each modification to the value,
and a total of five pictures are taken for a variable button.

(e interaction process is shown in Table 5.
Take the “translation of polygon” resource as an ex-

ample. After extracting the position of the interactive ele-
ment and generating the operation sequence and then using
AutoHotKey to interact with the resource, the picture
preview is obtained, as shown in Figure 3.

5. Experiments

We obtain a total of 7263mathematics educational resources
under the three categories of “Primary SchoolMathematics,”
“Junior High School Mathematics,” and “High School
Mathematics” in NetPad. We use these resources as samples
to verify the proposed method, and the distribution of
sample resources is shown in Figure 4.

We use AutoHotKey to automatically interact with these
7263 resources to generate picture previews; consequently,
all preview pictures are stored in the database on the server
side.

Input:
elements set E; dependencies set DR; dependent interactive elements operateElement; time of iterations dfsTimes
Output:
operateElement
(1) if dfsTimes≥ 20
(2) return
(3) end if
(4) dfstimes� dfstimes+ 1
(5) if e.type�� invisible
(6) return
(7) end if
(8) if e.type�� visible&interactive&independent
(9) return e

(10) end if
(11) if e.type�� visible&interactive&dependent
(12) if e in interact Element ToDepElements

(13) return interactElementToDepElements [e]
(14) else
(15) return e

(16) end if
(17) end if
(18) if e.type� � visible&static
(19) ei � e

(20) for ek ∈ e|e ∈ E∧〈ei, e〉 ∈ DR  do
(21) answer � findRelationForStatic(ek,DR, operate Element, dfsTimes)

(22) if answer !�Null
(23) operate Element.append(answer)

(24) end if
(25) end for
(26) else
(27) return
(28) end if

ALGORITHM 3: FindRelationForStatic (e, DR, operateElement, dfsTimes).
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5.1. Picture Preview Case. We select two resources named
“iteration of regular polygon” and “circle area” as examples.

(e “iteration of regular polygon” resource is a case of
iteration on a square. By analyzing the JSON file, the
coordinate information and operation information of the
interactive elements can be obtained. In this polygon
iteration resource, there are free points, two variable
buttons, and an animation button. A picture preview of
the resource can be obtained by interacting with these
interactive elements according to the generated operation
sequence. (rough the picture preview, as shown in
Figure 5, we can clearly see the changes in the iteration
process, which can effectively help users to choose the

required cases and to save time on manual interaction
with resources.

(e “circle area” resource is created to help students un-
derstand the concept of “circle area.” (ere are two variable
buttons in the resource, where the variable ruler p controls the
number of rings that divide the circle, and the variable ruler m
controls the opening and closing of the rings. As shown in
Figure 6, the picture preview of this resource can reflect the
construction process of a solid circle clearly. It is composed of
countless circles with different radiuses. (en, each circle is
disassembled to obtain a line, and the lines of these circles are
superimposed together to form a triangle; then, the area of the
circle equals the area of the triangle.(e interest of this resource
can be reflected in the picture preview.

5.2. Picture Preview Experience. We invited 11 people from
GuangzhouUniversity to participate in the experiment, who are
familiar with the interactive operations of NetPad and can
objectively evaluate the effect of picture previews.We randomly
selected 15 resources from the above 7263 resources, with titles
highly related to the content and containing at least 3 interactive
elements. (ese participants, respectively, open the links of the
resources, manually interact with the resources, understand the
content of the resources, record the time required for the in-
teraction, and then evaluate the picture previews of the re-
sources. (e rating score interval is [1, 5]. (e higher the score
is, the better the picture preview summarizes.

We summarize the rating result, as shown in Figure 7.
Analyzing the data in Figure 7, we can see that the scores
for all resources are above 3.7, and most scores are above 4.

Input:
elements set E; dependencies set DR; elements to priorities mapping elementToPri
Output:
operateList
(1) for ei ∈ E and ei.type �� visible& interactive do
(2) operate List.append(ei)

(3) end for
(4) array operateList by elementToPri from high to low
(5) for 〈ei, ej〉 ∈ DR do
(6) if ei, ej in operate List and element ToPri(ej) �� element Topri(ei)

(7) if ej is behind ei in operateList

(8) for ek in front of ej and ek behind ei do
(9) put ek in operate List position index(ek) + 1
(10) end for
(11) put ej in operate List position index(ei)

(12) end if
(13) end if
(14) end for
(15) for ei in operate List do
(16) if ei is a button
(17) array operateList by ei · position(left)from low to high
(18) array operateList by ei · position(top) from low to high
(19) end if
(20) end for
(21) return operateList

ALGORITHM 4: GetOperateList (E, DR, elementToPri).

Animation

Figure 2: A resource named “translation of polygon.”

Table 1: (e content field in the JSON file.

Field name Information Data structure
defaultsDisplay Display style of all elements Array
p Values about all variables Array
r Struct about all elements Array
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Table 2: Fields and attributes of elements in the r field.

Fields name Attributes Information

Fun name Name of element
arg Dependent element information

Display show Visible or not
position Coordinate value

Table 3: Interactive elements’ information.

Interactive categories Name attributes of interactive
elements Coordinate extraction Interactive modes

Free point Point arg attribute: (x, y)

Drag the point oncePoint on element
PointOnCircle PointOn PointPar PropElement (rough dependency analysisPointOnLine
PointOnVLine PointOnVLine PointPar

Variable Variable
Position attribute: (left, top) Click the button at

specific momentsAnimation AnimationVar
Action ButtonFun

Table 4: Coordinate information of interactive elements in “translation of polygon.”

Element id (eid) Element name Coordinate (left, top)
15 PointOnLine (691, 703)
5 Point (11, 352)
6 Point (251, 175)
13 Point (1056, 704)
19 AnimationVar (46, 26)

Table 5: Interaction process by AutoHotKey.

AutoHotKey
(a) Read the operation sequence and interactive elements’ information
(b) Open the browser and enter the resource display page
(c) Enter the canvas maximize mode
(d) According to the operation sequence, interact with the interactive elements in turn and use Gdip to get screenshots
(e) Save the screenshots and close the browser

Animation

(a)

Animation

(b)

Animation

(c)

Animation

(d)

Animation

(e)

Animation

(f )

Figure 3: (e picture preview of the interactive process. (a) Initial state. (b) Move the point on the line. (c) Move the free points. (d)–(f )
Click the animation button.
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(e average score is 4.248. (is proves that the picture
previews generated by our proposed method can represent
most of the content of mathematical educational resources.

We will explain howmuch time can be saved for users by
picture previews. According to the opinions of the partic-
ipants, we set the time required to read one picture as 1 s, and
the time required to read the resource preview corre-
sponding to a resource is multiplying the number of pictures
by the time required for a single picture.

During the experiment, the time required for each
participant to manually interact with the resource was
recorded. (e percentage of time saved in the experiment is
shown in Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, using the picture previews,more than
85% of the time is saved in understanding most resources, and
the average time saving is 87.3%. Both the average time saving
and the average picture score verify the effectiveness of our
proposed method.
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Figure 4: Distribution of samples.

a = 3.83
v = 0.52

Animation

(a)

Animation

a = 7.17
v = 0.52

(b)

Animation

a = 12.00
v = 0.52

(c)

Animation

a = 12.00
v = 1.19

(d)

Amimation

a = 12.00
v = 1.72

(e)

Amimation

a = 12.00
v = 2.26

(f )

Figure 5:(e picture preview of “iteration of regular polygon.” (a)–(c) Click the variable ruler a; change the number of sides of the polygon.
(d)–(f) Click the variable ruler v; change the depth of the iteration.
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p = 3.00 m = 0.00

A visual description of the
area of a circle

O

D

(a)

A visual description of the
area of a circle

p = 11.00 m = 0.00

O

D

(b)

A visual description of the
area of a circle

p = 50.00 m = 0.00

O

D

(c)

A visual description of the
area of a circle

p = 50.00 m = 7.30

O

D

(d)
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area of a circle

p = 50.00 m = 25.30

O

D

(e)

A visual description of the
area of a circle

p = 50.00 m = 51.00

O

D

(f )

Figure 6: (e picture preview of “circle area.” (a)–(c) Click the variable ruler p; show the formation of the circle. (d)–(f) Click the variable
ruler m; show the decomposition of the rings.
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Figure 7: Rating of the picture previews.
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Figure 8: Percentage of time saved.
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6. Conclusions

Due to the interactive characteristics of IERs, it requires a
certain cost to understand the content of the resources.
(erefore, we propose amethod for generating picture previews
of IERs. Firstly, we obtain interactive elements’ information
from the file that stores interactive resource information, extract
dependencies, and then generate an operation sequence. Sec-
ondly, we execute the operation sequence using an automated
software tool, in order to simulate the interaction process be-
tween the user and the resource, and save the screenshots in the
process to generate picture previews of IERs. (en, we test our
method on the resources in NetPad. (e experimental results
show that our picture previews are of great help for users to
understand the content of interactive resources. It can save users
87.3% of the time on average and help users understand 88.6%
of the content of resources.

In the future, we will further try to apply the picture
previews to other tasks of IERs, such as resource classifi-
cation and resource retrieval with pictures.
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